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Compact Tool #6:

Compact Tool #6: Getting Input from Students

Getting Input from Students
The 6th Step to Success is “Don’t forget the students!” In developing compacts, we need to hear what
students have to say. What responsibility do they need to take to become successful students who
produce work they can be proud of? And what support do they think will be helpful from their teachers
and parents?
This tool has two parts:
1. A sample 5th grade student survey (on the next page), which you can modify according to
the skills students are developing in your grade and school. This can be filled out in class
or at home, so that students can reflect on their strengths and challenges, as well as what
help would be useful to them.
2. A short guide (below) for a classroom discussion of these same points. The main points of
this discussion can be the basis of the student section of your gradelevel Compact.

Class discussion questions:
After your students have filled out the survey and thought about their responses, ask the whole class this
series of questions:
!!!!!!!"!!!#$%&!'(!)(*!+,,'!&(!'(!&$-.!),%/!&(!0%1,!.*/,!)(*!2,%/+!3$%&!)(*!+,,'!&(!1+(3!%+'!'(
your best work, work you can really be proud of?
!!!!!!!"!!!#$%&!3(*2'!)(*!2-1,!)(*/!&,%4$,/5.6!&(!'(!&(!$,27!)(*!'(!)(*/!8,.&!3(/19
!!!!!!!"!!!#$%&!3(*2'!)(*!2-1,!)(*/!7%/,+&5.6!&(!'(!&(!$,27!)(*!'(!)(*/!8,.&!3(/19

Chart their ideas as students speak, so they can see their responses are being recorded. If students know
their ideas will be included in the SchoolFamily Compact, they will take these questions seriously and
show some real insight.
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Sample Survey on Student Learning (5th Grade)
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Your Name: _____________________________________________________
Reading
"!!!D,%/+-+=!+,3!A(4%8*2%/)
"!!!I$((.-+=!&(!/,%'!-+',7,+',+&2)
"!!!B-=*/-+=!(*&!3(/'.!E!'(+F&!1+(3
"!!!J,%'-+=!?(/!%!A%/-,&)!(?!7*/7(.,.
"!!!C.-+=!'-??,/,+&!.&/%&,=-,.!&(!=%-+!0,%+-+= "!!!G+.3,/-+=!H*,.&-(+.!3,22
"!!!#/-&-+=!(7,+K,+','!/,.7(+.,.
I have worked hard at:
Areas I need to work on:
My plan is:
How my teacher can help:
How my family can help:

Writing
"!!!#/-&-+=!.$(/&!%+.3,/!/,.7(+.,.
"!!!B(4*.-+=!(+!&$,!&(7-4
"!!!;2%8(/%&-+=
"!!!C.-+=!+,%&!$%+'3/-&-+=

"!!!D,%/+-+=!+,3!A(4%8*2%/)
"!!!B-=*/-+=!(*&!3(/'.!E!'(+F&!1+(3
"!!!G+.3,/-+=!H*,.&-(+.!3,22

I have worked hard at:
Areas I need to work on:
My plan is:
How my teacher can help:
How my family can help:

Math

"!!!>%.-4!0%&$!?%4&.
"!!!@2%4,!A%2*,
"!!!;.&-0%&-(+!%+'!/(*+'-+=

"!!!:,%.*/,0,+&
"!!!;2%7.,'!&-0,
"!!!</%7$-+=

I have worked hard at:
Areas I need to work on:
My plan is:
How my teacher can help:
How my family can help:
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Social Studies and Science
"!!!I-&-L,+.$-7!-+!.4$((2
"!!!C.-+=!=(('!',4-.-(+K0%1-+=!.1-22.
"!!!:%7!.1-22.
"!!!I(07%/-+=!%+'!4(+&/%.&-+=!4*2&*/,.

"!!!E+A,.&-=%&-+=!%+'!/,4(/'-+=!(8.,/A%&-(+.
"!!!G+%2)L-+=!%+'!4(00*+-4%&-+=!?-+'-+=.
"!!!J,.,%/4$-+=!?*/&$,/!-+?(/0%&-(+
"!!!M,.-=+-+=!%+!-+A,.&-=%&-(+
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I have worked hard at:
Areas I need to work on:
My plan is:
How my teacher can help:
How my family can help:

Personal and Social Development
!!!"!!!E+&,/%4&-+=!3,22!3-&$!(&$,/.
!!!"!!!G..*0-+=!/,.7(+.-8-2-&)
!!!"!!!M,0(+.&/%&-+=!.,2?K4(+?-',+4,
!!!"!!!N7,%1-+=!42,%/2)!%+'!,??,4&-A,2)!

!!!"!!!D-.&,+-+=!%+'!7%)-+=!%&&,+&-(+
!!!"!!!C.-+=!.,2?K4(+&/(2
!!!"!!!@%/&-4-7%&-+=
!!!"!!!G44,7&-+=!4(+.&/*4&-A,!4/-&-4-.0
!!!"!!!N,&&-+=!%77/(7/-%&,!=(%2.

I have worked hard at:
Areas I need to work on:
My plan is:
How my teacher can help:
How my family can help:

Work Habits
"!!!B(22(3-+=!'-/,4&-(+.!&$,!?-/.&!&-0,
"!!!>,-+=!(/=%+-L,'
"!!!#(/1-+=!3,22!-+',7,+',+&2)
"!!!#(/1-+=!3,22!4((7,/%&-A,2)

"!!!C.-+=!/,?,/,+4,!0%&,/-%2.
"!!!C.-+=!42%..!&-0,!4(+.&/*4&-A,2)
"!!!I$,41-+=!3(/1!?(/!+,%&+,..!%+'!%44*/%4)
"!!!I(072,&-+=!%..-=+0,+&.!(+!&-0,

I have worked hard at:
Areas I need to work on:
My plan is:
How my teacher can help:
How my family can help:
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